VISTA 5.0
RELEASE 8

FOREWORD
Now more than ever, we know you need a

We have worked on extending Vista’s

real partner. Vista Cinema is dedicated to

capability in the self-service F&B area

empowering you with innovative solutions

through multiple new features, so you can

to better operate in this new world and

keep enhancing a safer and more efficient

ensure safe cinema experiences. This goal

moviegoer journey.

has been the guiding principle behind the
work you’ll see in this release and extends
far beyond the Cinema Reopening Kit we

Keeping in mind the improvements you had
asked for, we have also focused on making

released in May.

your daily operations easier. For instance, we

We have accelerated our efforts to enable

browser, added more functionality in Cinema

you to efficiently increase moviegoers’

Manager, and built one of the most popular

engagement and sustain their return

requests from the last Customer Conference,

to the big screen. This notably includes

a new POS flow for refunds done without a

Subscriptions, a new product for cinemas

receipt.

who want to turn moviegoers into repeat
customers by creating unique offers,
tightly integrated with their existing Loyalty
programmes. We have also developed
new integrations as part of our ScreenPlus
partnership (VOD) to provide a seamless
experience to moviegoers and encourage

have moved our desktop applications to the

We want to continue to improve your Vista
Cinema experience, so after reading this
document, please reach out to your Account
Manager with any feedback or questions.
These are no ordinary times, and we’re
grateful for your ongoing trust and support.

more interactions with your cinema – in
theatre and at home.

Mark Pattie, VP of Product.

AT A GLANCE
We’re delighted to share the highlights from our eighth major release of Vista 5.0.
For more information contact your Account Manager or read our Release Notes on the Vista Services site.
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EXPERIENCE

Mobile

Support for item available hours

Support for selling limits

Get your moviegoers excited with limited time concession offers in Mobile. This feature

It is simple for you to manage those menu items that tend to sell out with Mobile selling

lets you limit the days and times at which items can be sold. You can use it to enforce

limits. If you sell food items that need preparation in advance or are only available in

special offers, such as Taco Tuesdays, or legal requirements, such as alcohol sale hours.

limited quantities, you can, at POS, limit the number that can be sold today (or indefinitely).

Good to know
Available hours can be configured in the relevant form in either Head Office or Back Office.

POS operators can also immediately “86” (mark as sold out) an item, and this will be
reflected in Mobile.

Good to know
• Selling limits are set up in POS. They don’t require Back Office configuration.
• Selling limits are independent of stock levels.

Documentation
Selling Limits Feature Guide
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EXPERIENCE

Kiosk

New deals UI design
We have made it easier to entice moviegoers with special promotions in the latest
redesign of the deals user-interface in Kiosk. Get excited about:
• New deal-prompt designs, including for Loyalty-exclusive, voucher-exclusive, and
one-item-away deals
• More room in prompts to display deal restrictions and other information
• Refreshed View Deals page, with new tile design
• “Just for you” badge on Loyalty-exclusive prompt

Good to know
• The recommended image size for deals in Kiosk is now 398 x 224.
• If you use a customised Kiosk skin, you will need to review it once you’ve upgraded.

Documentation
For more information on deals, see the Kiosk Getting Started Guide and the Deals
Feature Guide.
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EXPERIENCE

Digital Signage

Loyalty

Sign Health circuit view

Enhanced Loyalty and ScreenPlus account integration

The Sign Health module of our web app Signage Manager now has the capability to show the

With ScreenPlus and Loyalty accounts now matching, leverage new opportunities to increase

status of every sign in your entire cinema circuit. Easily check the details of each site and select

your moviegoers’ engagement!

one, for a more in-depth view of each individual sign within that site.

• Moviegoers can now use their Loyalty account to sign in to your ScreenPlus VOD

Best of all, any signs that require attention appear automatically in the Support required tab so

platform. Even better: if they already logged in on your main cinema website, they can

you can immediately spot and resolve any issues, helping to ensure high standards at all time

stay signed-in when re-directed to your VOD platform! That creates a seamless, simple

across your cinemas.

experience.
• Your Loyalty members can now earn points and recognitions from your VOD platform.
That has two massive advantages — encouraging moviegoers to use your VOD
platform and encouraging them to come into your sites to spend the extra points and
recognitions.

Good to know
When signing into your VOD platform for the first time, moviegoers will be able to use their
Loyalty credentials. There is nothing you need to do to set it up.
There is a little bit of work for the other Loyalty and ScreenPlus integrations however:
• For moviegoers to stay signed-in when they go from your cinema website to your VOD
platform, and to merge both VOD and cinema accounts of existing VOD users, your
cinema website will need a little tweak. Get in touch; we’ll help with that!
• For Loyalty members to earn points and recognitions when transacting on your VOD
platform, you will need MX Film.
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NEW PRODUCT

EXPERIENCE

Subscriptions
Introduced in our 5.0.7 Release, Subscriptions has become a fully
functional product, ready to help you turn your moviegoers into repeat
customers!
Offering absolute customisation, best-in-class customer experience, and full control over
your sales channels and valuable data, Subscriptions is the ultimate solution to shape
tailored offers that efficiently drive moviegoers back to your cinema again and again –
bringing you recurring, increased revenue.
We have made several enhancements recently to ensure you make the most of this brandnew product, including an out-of-the-box portal and dashboard.
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EXPERIENCE

Out-of-the-box subscription portal

Subscriptions dashboard

We now offer an out-of-the-box solution to help get your subscription program running as quickly

We have added a dashboard page in Loyalty Manager to allow fast, easy viewing of your

as possible. The Vista hosted subscription portal takes care of sign-up and card management

subscription scheme KPIs:

and can be styled to blend in seamlessly with your existing website.

• Subscription revenue
• Number of subscription signups and expiries
• Number of recurring and non-recurring subscribers
• Popular cinemas and films among subscribers
• Subscription recognition redemption rates

Good to know
Subscriptions is tightly integrated with Loyalty – ensuring perfect coherence between your
existing loyalty program and new subscription offer, and facilitating the upsell of Loyalty
members. Talk to your Account Manager to learn more.
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Point of Sale
Brand new POS flow for refunds done without a receipt
You voted for this change at the Customer Conference, and now it is here! For concession
refunds, where the customer does not have their receipt, POS operators can breeze
through the process with our new, intuitive design based on the sales flow. They can also
save time by wasting the item in the same flow.
Operators can still waste an item without refunding it. There is a new button for that, and
OPERATIONS

the process is a similar, sales-like one.

Good to know
• Operators can now refund item packages, paid modifiers, and items with options.
• For the separate wasting flow, you need to add a Waste button to the More submenu in
the POS Button Layout.
• These changes do not apply to refunds looked up from a transaction (that is, where the
patron has a receipt) as the operator can select from the items initially purchased.

Documentation
POS Cinema Manager Quick Help (for steps on how to use the new refund and wasting
flows).

Use modifiers to activate discounts & promotions
We have made it easy to clear stock quickly and avoid wastage by discounting items based
on the modifiers customers select. For example, suppose you are overstocked on BBQ
sauce. In that case, you can encourage customers to select the BBQ sauce by providing a
10% discount to your burgers when customers buy them with that modifier.
These discounts can be used at POS and through Connect.

Good to know
Modifier based discounts can be created in Head Office or Back Office

Documentation
For more information, see the Head Office or Vista Cinema User Guides.
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Cinema Manager

POS designer

Schedule widget

POS designer allows you to completely customise the layout of pages on your POS

Your Dashboard page is now even better, delivering key information instantly thanks to

terminals, using all concession items and promotions in the Cinema database along with

the new Schedule widget. As soon as you log in, you’ll see a visual summary of every

their media.

session scheduled at your site in a timetable format, along with details of their showtimes,

OPERATIONS

We have revamped and improved the POS designer you know and moved it from Back
Office to Cinema Manager, providing a smooth user experience, and new functionality.

attributes, and occupancy.

Good to know

You can now enhance the work experience of your POS operators, and structure your

If the widget is not quite how you like it, you can customise it in the Dashboard settings

profiles and pages to optimise their efficiency.

and in the widget’s heading. Specify what information is displayed, such as the session
details and how the colour scheme is applied. You can also select a specific cinema at the

Good to know

top of the Dashboard page to ensure the widget displays only the screens relevant to you.

One feature not to be missed is the buttons which automatically snap into position, relative
to other buttons around them. Save time by positioning all your buttons easily in seconds,
or for a more measured approach, use the keyboard to move them one pixel at a time.
Watch the demo video we have created for more details.
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Witness and variance requirements at cash up

Deposit activity

Say goodbye to printed cashier reports and say hello to greater security around variance at

All the details of all previous deposits are now available in one convenient location within

cash up time! This helpful CashDesk feature enables a manager and a witness to sign off

CashDesk.

on sales sessions digitally during cash up – a must have for any cinemas wanting to make
use of paperless solutions.

In the new Deposit activity tab, you can search for deposits by date, bank bag, and fund
location. Once you have found what you are looking for, you can view all the details of
that deposit, including every payment of each sales session. If the bank bag has been

sessions that go over a given variance threshold (be it a specified value or a percentage).

dispatched, you can run the courier manifest report directly from the Deposit activity tab.

OPERATIONS

You can also ensure that variance does not go unchecked, by enforcing comments for

Automatically populate Count column in stocktake
Time-saving feature now available in Cinema Manager! When performing a stocktake,
we have created a new Use expected balance button in the stocktake options that
automatically populates the Count column with the expected balance.

Good to know

For more information on these new features, see the help articles within the Cinema
Manager application.

Use the system setting StocktakeAutoFillClose on the autofill functionality to choose how
the Count column gets populated: manually, automatically, or automatically if you click the
Use expected balance button.
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Food & Beverage

Adding multiple surcharges to an order or check

Surcharges on tab slips and printed receipts

Now you can automatically add multiple surcharges to individual orders and checks to

We have made it easy to be more transparent with moviegoers. Make sure your customers

meet your day-to-day business needs. For example, if your business operates in a region

understand exactly how their total was calculated by listing all order surcharges together

with dine-in healthcare surcharges, you can now automatically apply these alongside auto-

on tab slips and printed receipts.

OPERATIONS

gratuities.
You can select the order surcharges you would like to apply in the Workstation Groups
cabinet in Back Office.

Good to know
When configuring multiple surcharges for a workstation group, you will need to select one
default order surcharge before additional surcharges become available for selection.

You can configure your new templates from the Cinema package: _Install_Customisation
> 5.0.8.1 > POSPrintTemplates.

Good to know
You will keep your current print templates until you want to update to the new format.

Documentation
For more information on setting up print templates, see Vista Technical Support Guide.

Documentation
Vista Cinema User Guide (for information on order surcharges)
Vista Cinema Reference Guide (for information on the Workstation Group form)

Applying surcharges to promotions in POS
We are now giving you the flexibility to choose whether you calculate surcharges on the
discounted price or on an item’s standard price. For example, if your business offers a
100% discount to exclusive guests, you will still be able to calculate a 20% gratuity based
on pre-promotional pricing.
You can configure these options in the Promotions and Deals cabinet in Back Office.

Good to know
This feature is valid for discounts and comps only, not deals.
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Serve

Split checks
Save your guests from that awkward moment of deciding who is paying the bill followed
by transferring their share to the generous friend! Serve’s new split checks functionality
allows you to split ordered items based on allocated seats and assign different credit

OPERATIONS

cards to each split. It is easy to add new items or move items between split checks.

Good to know
When adding food to a split check:
• It is added to the check with the most items belonging to the same guest.
• If a guest’s food order is split evenly across two or more checks, the food is assigned
to the check with the lowest number

Check filtering
By applying a filter so that only their checks are visible, your waitstaff can provide
the same timely service to all guests. Also, it helps your waitstaff ensure that the
guest is attended by the same person and follow the local COVID-19 restrictions. This
functionality is based on a user’s security permissions.

Good to know
When you set the filter to show all checks, you can see the name of a server a specific
check is assigned to.
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Loyalty-exclusive discounts

Manual hold and fire

We have made it easier to provide a personalised experience with Serve’s Loyalty-

Effortlessly ensure that guests experience a seamless multi-course meal using the

exclusive discounts. For example, you can set up a discount that provides 10% off F&B

manual hold-and-fire options in Serve. This is available alongside, or in place of,

purchases for Loyalty members.

automatic hold-and-fire, providing a useful way to keep items or orders on hold until your

Good to know

OPERATIONS

Loyalty-exclusive discounts are automatically applied.

guests are ready for them.

Good to know
• You will need Vista Cinema version 5.0.8 to use this feature.
• Benefits are not limited to manual hold-and-fire. You can fire held items, and place items
on indefinite hold, in automatic mode as well.

Integrating payment apps
We removed the payment apps challenge by creating the Vista Android Payment Interface
(VAPI). This facilitates the development of custom payment connectors compatible with
Vista products.

Good to know
VAPI requires Android 4.4.
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InTouch

Improved ticket scanning page
The InTouch ticket scanning page has it all: along with some serious design improvements,
we now show a graphical indication of any screen, session, and seat changes that have
happened to the booking. We’ve also introduced an option to display adult and child

OPERATIONS

admits separately.
This will speed up your ushers’ workflow and instantly give them all the information they
need to provide the best service to your moviegoers.

Good to know
Configure InTouch to show adult and child tickets separately in the InTouch section of
our Service Framework Manager web app, and all your staff using InTouch will see the
changes on their devices.

Bluetooth scanner support
Keep your moviegoers and staff safe and happy by allowing your teams to use Bluetooth
scanners for 100% contactless validity checks. Devices with Bluetooth capability running
InTouch can now easily connect to a separate barcode scanner to scan tickets efficiently
and remotely.

Good to know
Bluetooth scanners must be configured to send a carriage return (CR) suffix at the end
of the barcode and be connected via the Bluetooth Human Interface Device (HID) profile.
Refer to your scanner’s documentation for more information.
While InTouch works on most Bluetooth scanners, we are happy to provide hardware
recommendation – simply get in touch with your account manager to know more.
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Head Office

Automatic discounts
Take your promotion strategy to the next level with our new automatic discounts! We have
made it easy for your teams to create discounts that are applied automatically and can be
combined with other deals – opening-up a wide range of possibilities, including automatic
happy hour discounts.

Good to know
To set up automatic discounts, simply open the Promotions and Discounts form and
select Automatically Applied under the discount triggers.

Documentation

ENTERPRISE

For more information, see the Head Office and Cinema User Guides.
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Horizon

Data model extensions

New Workspaces interface

We have extended Horizon’s data models to cover:

Spend less time looking for the right data, and more time analysing it thanks to our new

• Vouchers & Gift Cards – providing a greater analysis of the sales, usage and liability of
your voucher and gift card products.
• Recognitions and points that have been earned and used by Loyalty members –
providing additional insight into their behaviour.
• The adjusted and non-adjusted Box Office revenue for circuits running a subscription
service and applying an upcharge or notional value to Box Office reporting for
subscribers’ tickets.

Workspaces interface! It brings together all your Horizon reports (whether they were built
as a dashboard or an Analyze report), categorises them, and provides tools to search for
the report that you want – making it easier than ever to find the information you need from
Horizon.

Good to know
You can assign a category to reports and dashboards you created using the context menu.
Dashboards and reports created before the release of the new interface can be found in
the Executive category, and new reports will be created in the category you currently have

ENTERPRISE

selected.
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Film Manager

movieXchange integration
We have enhanced Film Manager to bring you the latest movieXchange (MX) Film content.
Accessed via Film Manager’s Release Schedule module, on the movieXchange tab you
can view upcoming releases and their details – such as available formats, opening date,
synopsis and more – to help you decide what to play across your cinemas.
If you have a MX Film subscription, there is more! You can add these films directly to your
database from within Film Manager in a matter of seconds – saving your teams time and
energy. Behind the scenes, this will create a new film record, importing the relevant film
details and associated media such as posters and trailers. You can then schedule the film
across your cinemas, all without leaving Film Manager.

Good to know
If you have a paid MX Film subscription, make sure you have enter the credentials into the
Head office EDI Provider form, and set your EDIProvider system setting to movieXchange –
this will ensure you reap the benefits of importing films and more.

ENTERPRISE

Documentation
See the help articles in Film Manager for more details.
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Group Sales

Easy to use calendar view for Group Sales bookings
A better home page, for a better workflow.
We have completely redesigned the Active bookings page so that you can see all your
bookings for the month in a single calendar view. From there you can filter your results
based on a large number of criteria (such as booking status and customer), click a booking
to view its details, or click a date to create a booking on it. If the calendar view is not your
preference, there is also a view that organises your bookings by booking status, and an
improved list view.

Learn more

ENTERPRISE

Watch the demo video we have created for more details.
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